
 

Wavesfactory is a free, easy-to-use VST, VST3 and AAX plugin for audio manipulation. Waveform generator or waveshaper is a device that takes an audio waveform as input and adjusts the frequency of the waveform with respect to time. In most cases this means removing some of the lower frequencies from a sound, creating peaky sounds with overtones instead of fundamental tones. In electronics
it can also refer to a circuit that generates or filters an output signal according to input parameters. Wavesfactory contains four modules: Sine, Noise, Curve and Vowel. Each module generates a waveform that can be manipulated with an effects chain. All these waves are with user adjustable parameters. You can choose between analog 24dB Low-Pass Filter with resonance, Analog Saturation Circuit
with saturation amount, non-linear waveshaper with distortion amount, filter type or cutoff frequency or you can choose between human voice simulation device or device for voice transformation with different parameters to do that. "Sine" module produces a sound exactly like its name suggests – a sine wave is an oscillation whose amplitude is regularly alternating above and below a reference value.
Wavesfactory has three different sine waveforms - Sine, Sine with modulation and PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation) which is based on sine wave. The parameters for this module are Freq, Bias, Depth, Filter Cutoff, Filter Type and Random. "Noise" module produces audio signals that have a random character. They sound like there are always different kind of sounds in your audio signal.
Wavesfactory has two different noise generators – White Noise and Brownian Noise. White noise has a very flat spectrum and it can be used to increase the contrast between harmonically rich signals like the ones from instruments like guitars and electric pianos or create special effects like wind or fire sounds. "Curve" module is based on a MIDI-controlled multi-dimensional video enhancement filter
that was originally developed to simulate the effects of a Moog Vactrol. It can be used to create analog-sounding oscillators, phaser effects and waveshaper like devices. "Vowel" module allows you to generate vowel sounds in three different directions: up, down or both up and down. It also allows you to create new types of waveforms by combining different vowels. Wavesfactory has the ability to be
used as a stand-alone application or as a plugin for different host applications like Ableton Live, Logic Pro X, Cubase etc. Wavesfactory is available for macOS and Windows computers. Wavesfactory was developed by Wavesfactory Coding Team. It is published by Wave Generation Software, so it can be downloaded off of their website for free. Wavesfactory was first released on March 1, 2013
and is currently at version 1.0.1. The developer offers extensive help with the device through its official website www.wavesfactorycodingteam.
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